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Another issue of ReLocate and another lockdown. Although the rise of COVID-19
appears to have slowed in recent days, we are not out of the woods yet. Measures
may be less strict than during the first lockdown, but they are strictly enforced. The
BIV/IPI went to the Council of State to protest measures against property viewings,
but the case was overturned.
Even so, Belgium is slowly relaxing border restrictions. Since September the
government has foreseen in a removal of border restrictions and quarantine
requirement for all travellers coming from so called ‘While Listed’ countries.
Fragomen shares the latest advice.
The hospitality industry has taken a particularly hard hit, with restaurants, bars,
and hotels closing their doors until at least December 13th. We checked in with
our serviced apartment providers to find out how they have been faring these past
months.
With the days growing shorter, it is easy to find yourself slipping into lethargy,
especially now that we are working from home again. Past ABRA keynote speaker
Willemijn van Dommelen shares her thoughts on how lockdown and social bubbles
are affecting our mental wellbeing and offers practical advice.
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editorial:
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Fragomen

Subscribe to ReLocate, the quarterly
publication by vzw ABRA absl, online via:
www.abra-relocation.com
For print and online advertising
opportunities and rates please contact:
relocate@abra-relocation.com
For further details on becoming a
member of ABRA, please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com

We miss seeing you at our quarterly meetings and hope that, with the promise of
a vaccine on the horizon, we can see you again soon. In the meantime, we have
introduced a monthly Town Hall: a short online session on the topic of the day. Be
sure to check them out on our YouTube channel.
Finally, I would like to wish every one of you as much success as possible. These are
trying times for all. Please stay safe and take care of one another.

Eric Klitsch
Eric Klitsch
ABRA President

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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Are Home Viewings Allowed?
IPI/BIV contests government guidelines					

by Fiona Klomp

The lockdown instated on Monday November 2nd has
called for all non-essential businesses to close. The list of
allowed commercial activities is more extensive than during
the first lockdown, but under the current governmental
guidelines property viewings, and entry and exit surveys
are forbidden.

For your interest, the following is the IPI/BIV’s take on
current governmental guidelines. This reasoning has,
however, been rejected. Home viewings are only allowed if
there is no one else in the property, including the owners.

The IPI/BIV contested this ruling at the Council of State
(Raad van State/Conseil d’État) on November 12th but their
reasoning was rejected by the Council on November 14th.

Under Article 6(3) of the MB of 1-11-2020, companies
offering services to consumers are closed to the public.
Intermediaries and stewards have to work behind closed
doors in their real estate offices. Teleworking is compulsory
unless this is impossible due to the nature of the job.

From a strictly legal point of view, physical visits for home
searches and/or surveys are not authorized as we are
currently under lockdown. In practice, some real estate
agencies are still conducting visits (dependent on region)
and others are only doing virtual visits. We understand
that each case is different, but we strongly advise you to
postpone all house hunts until further notice. The Colour
Code Protocol published by the Flemish Ministry of Housing
appears to be the safest (and clearest) guideline to follow.
Many industries – including home cleaning services, removal
services and real estate services – have published guides to
safely resuming business post-lockdown and the measures
outlined here should be followed at all times. However,
please keep in mind that these guides were written with a
loosening of restrictions in mind and that we are currently
under lockdown. Measures include maintaining a safe
distance, hygiene precautions and minimising the number
of people in a space at any given time.
Tuesday 17th November brings yet another update: it
would appear that you can view a property now as a
private individual and providing there is no one else in the
property (FR / NL).

May I open my office?

Site visits and place descriptions are allowed, as there is
no ban on non-essential movements. The sector advises
restricting a place visit to a maximum of 2 visitors at a time,
in addition to the real estate agent. Respect the sector guide
at all times!
We have made an informative film for consumers about the
course of the physical site visits. In it, we show that the real
estate agent takes all precautions and protective measures
to ensure that the site visit runs as smoothly and safely as
possible

Which measures do I need to take?
Can home visits, surveys, etc. take place?
Under Article 6(3) of the MB of 1-11-2020, companies
offering services to consumers are closed to the public.
Intermediaries and stewards have to work behind closed
doors in their real estate offices. Teleworking is compulsory
unless this is impossible due to the nature of the job.

Official Government Position

Site visits and place descriptions are allowed, as there is
no ban on non-essential movements. The sector advises
restricting a place visit to a maximum of 2 visitors at a time,
in addition to the real estate agent. Respect the sector guide
at all times!

Ministry of Housing (Flanders)

In addition, the FPS Economy published the ‘guide to
the opening of trade’. The content of this guide can be
supplemented in accordance with the guidelines of the
National Security Council. This guide also applies to free
professional activities without physical contact, see p.7.

Toegelaten Economische Activiteiten (webpage)
Gids Opening Handel (PDF)
Activités Économiques Autorisées (webpage)
Guide Ouverture Commerces (PDF)
Colour Code Protocol (PDF)

IPI/BIV Position

Impact van COVID-19 op je kantoor (webpage)
Impact du COVID-19 sur votre agence (webpage)

Individual Sector Guides
Real Estate Industry (PDF)
Moving Industry (PDF)
Cleaning Services (PDF)

Please also note that the Flemish Government approved
a protocol for the rental market based on colour codes.
The application of the measures is made dependent on
the stage of the coronavirus pandemic and is indicated by
colour codes ranging from green, over yellow and orange to
red. The Minister of Housing determines which colour code
applies.

Generic Guide Safety at Work
Veilig Werken (all sectors)

RELOCATE
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COVID-19 Travel Update
Belgium gradually removes border restrictions		

Initially, Belgium kept a conservative position on the
EU recommendations for border reopening and travel
from outside the EU was highly restricted. Belgium only
considered EU Blue Card Holders as essential highly skilled
workers exempt from the travel ban.
Since 20 August 2020, the Belgian government continued
to seek alignment with the EU recommendations and
announced new guidelines that would formalise the
broadening of the scope of workers considered as highly
skilled essential workers exempt from the travel ban.
Updated guidelines applicable as of 11 September, make
official solutions for both short- and long-term travellers
(being less or more than 90 days in any 180 day period).

Long-term travellers from “White Listed”
countries
From 25 September onwards Belgium foresees in a removal
of border restrictions and quarantine requirement for all
travellers coming from so called ‘While Listed’ countries.
Travellers coming from these countries are permitted to
travel to Belgium regardless of the travel purpose, provided
that they comply with standard visa and entry criteria.
These countries originate from the listing originally issued
under the Council Recommendation of June 30. Countries
currently included in the list are: Australia, Japan, New
Zealand, Singapore, Rwanda, South Korea, Thailand and
Uruguay (list subject to change – check https://diplomatie.
belgium.be/nl for a most updated version).
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by Fragomen

Long-term travellers from countries that
are not “White Listed”
All foreign nationals who qualify for a single permit based
on a work authorization category exempt from labour
market testing are automatically included in the category of
essential workers. This includes specialised technicians and
shortage occupations in the Flanders and Walloon regions
of Belgium. All foreign nationals who have been issued
an Annex 46 in the procedure towards obtaining a Single
Permit will qualify for the VISA D (B34). Equally, the EU Blue
Card applicants continue to qualify for the Visa D (B29).
Short-term travel from countries that are not “White Listed”
Belgium has also included an important exception on the
travel ban for short-term travellers who can demonstrate
the essential character of their activities in Belgium.. In
order to meet these criteria, travellers must obtain an
“Attestation of Essential Travel” (template available on
the website of the Immigration Office) from the relevant
Diplomatic Post. To obtain the attestation, you must submit
the documents that prove the essential nature of the
activities, such as a work permit B, documents supporting
the work authorisation exemption and statement(s) from
the employer. We recommend that all travellers obtain this
attestation to avoid queries by airline companies or Belgian
border inspection services.
Finally it is also Important to mention that self-employed
workers will no longer be subject to the travel ban if they
can carry the relevant VISA D and/or “Attestation of Essential
Travel.”
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It remains important that all travellers complete the Public
Health Passenger Locator Form (PLF) 48 hours prior to
arriving in Belgium. Proof that the PLF has been completed
will need to be given to the airline when boarding the plane.
Travellers will need to quarantine for 10 days upon arrival
from a red zone and should only be tested if they present
symptoms. Note that that the quarantine can only be lifted
based upon the optional self-assessment or to fulfil the
essential purpose of the trip and to the extent that this
activity cannot be postponed to a later date.

openings, employers can use the more “relaxed” countries,
such as Belgium, as entry points into the EU.

After months of highly restricted access options to Belgium,
these adjusted guidelines bring a wind of change and allow
companies to reconsider the remobilisation of foreign
national staff, which is crucial for business recovery and
economic growth.

4. Make sure you remain compliant. The work and travel
patterns of your employees may adjust substantially to
the current circumstances: working from home and/or
client site, furlough schemes and more frequent business
travel inside the EU. Employers must remain vigilant to the
employment, immigration and social security legislation
requirements with which they may have to comply in this
new landscape.

Opportunities for workforce planning –
what companies should do:
1. Keep up to date with government measures. These
measures are constantly changing and windows of
opportunity for enhanced mobility can appear. It is crucial
to develop broad awareness of the restrictions, as well as a
deep understanding of business solutions.

3. Explore EU-wide permits/facilitated immigration routes.
European legislation and European Court of Justice case
law provides facilitated routes for non-EU nationals to work
in more than one EU country. This allows companies to
explore the full potential of their EU-based workforce while
it remains challenging to bring employees from outside the
EU.

For further information and advice on navigating the
immigration landscape and impacts of COVID-19, please
contact Jo Antoons or Alexander Nys.

2. Develop creative remobilisation strategies. As there
are variances among EU countries with respect to border

Market leader for (un)furnished newly built
apartments in prime locations in Brussels
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EU, Louise-Ixelles, City Centre, Delta-Auderghem and NATO-Airport are
our five specific zones in Brussels. Thanks to those zones and their unique
“points of interest”, it is much easier to find the most relevant location.

Discover all our residences at www.rentmore.be
info@rentmore.be l +32 2 305 55 55
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Accommodation Industry
will COVID-19 have a lasting impact? 				

The scale and impact of the novel coronavirus and
subsequent quarantine measures have led us all into
uncharted territory. As the pandemic continues to evolve,
our serviced apartment providers have been working hard
to ensure they are able to provide tenants and staff with
a safe and hygienic environment. We wanted to find out
how our accommodation providers have experienced the
past eight months and how they are coping now that we
are back in lockdown. Our thanks go out to everyone who
responded to our informal callout for feedback.

Lockdown 1.0
All of the respondents reported experiencing major changes
to bookings and occupancy rates as soon as the first
lockdown was announced. From tenants abruptly returning
to their home countries to last-minute cancellations of newly
expected arrivals, the industry was thrown into disarray
from one day to the next. However, the sudden drop in new
bookings was mostly balanced out by residents who found
their assignments extended due to travel restrictions.
“Many of our residents left abruptly to return to their
respective home countries when the first lockdown was
announced. From having been fully booked, we were almost
empty overnight. During that same period, we received
requests from people stranded in Waterloo and in need of
temporary housing as a result of hotels shutting down and/
or not being able to secure a flight back home. Strangers
became grateful guests.”
Marijke Gilmore, DVM Furnished Housing

NOVEMBER 20

by Fiona Klomp

“Together with the Antwerp Hotel Association we gave
away 500 free nights to doctors, nurses and caregivers from
hospitals in Antwerp when bookings went down. This way
essential workers could stay closer to work when doing
double shifts or rest during the day when working night
shifts.”
Filip Goorden, Arass Hotel & Business Flats
“Lockdown was very strange, as everything ground to a
halt from one day to the next. Thankfully, our property
management and trustee services kept us busy. Once the
borders opened up again things slowly went back to normal,
but bookings can change at an instant depending on home
countries’ latest COVID rules.”
Guillaume Dubucq, Skyline Renting

Addressing Concerns
Unsurprisingly, health and safety came out as the number
one concern. From ensuring social distancing can be
maintained throughout the communal areas to daily
disinfection and hygienic collection systems for linens,
serviced accommodation providers have been careful
to implement all WHO and government guidelines.
Cancellation policies and flexibility of bookings were the
second most popular demand with clients.
“Daily cleaning of all communal areas with efficient products,
clear signposting regarding the importance of hand washing
and maintaining a social distance, staff wearing protective
gloves and masks whilst working, asking tenants to leave
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their apartments during cleaning if they can… All the
measures we have implemented are designed to keep our
guests safe and offer them peace of mind.”
Filip W, Belsquare Residence
“We have found that many customers use our apartments
for quarantine purposes and working from home and
shopping for food has been a concern. To assist we have
been adapting our services and spaces to ensure they can
comfortably work from home in safety. We have delivered
food welcome packs to tenants who are unable to shop on
arrival and our technicians have helped a number of tenants
rearrange furnishings in their apartments to configure
remote working office spaces.”
Stephany Cowley, BBF
“We created adapted policies related to cancellations and
early departures in response to client concerns. We also
offer solutions for guests in quarantine, so they can live
with the necessary comfort without leaving their studio or
apartment. Most importantly, we created a Safety Charter
together with our local teams and suppliers that takes into
account feedback from clients as well as government and
WHO advice into consideration.”
Wendy Croes, Premier Suites Plus

Service as Usual?
It isn’t just tenants who are expected to work from home
during the lockdown; accommodation providers too have to
limit the number of workers on site. From having just one
staff member and a single housekeeper on site per shift, to
closing down breakfast bars and communal areas, on the
whole, service does not continue as usual for our members
during lockdown.
Instead, creative solutions such as breakfast bags and linen
drop offs are popular ways of providing guests with as much
comfort as possible. Feedback on such measures is positive
as guests feel their safety concerns are being heard.
“We have chosen to limit our services as much as possible
as guests’ main concern is staying safely within their bubble.
As all our apartments are fully equipped with all necessary
white goods, guests are fully self-sufficient. We ensure they
have spare sets of bed linens and towels and provide ample
sanitizing products. Service is not quite as usual, instead we
adjust our rates accordingly, and we all prefer it this way.
That said, the utility costs will increase for us as people
spend more time at home.”
Marijke Gilmore, DVM Furnished Housing
“Although we have had to temporarily halt our cleaning
services, our technical support remains assured at all times
with the team handling all requests for technical support.
In the commercial field, we work with virtual tours and 3D
videos of our apartments and residences. The safest way
during this pandemic to show our apartments to prospective
tenants.”
Robbie Vercarre, RentMore

For the accommodation providers with shared amenities
on offer, hygiene and booking systems take centre stage in
the fight against COVID-19. Tenants are able to book hourly
timeslots in gyms, which are disinfected after every use.
Communal areas where guests can meet up have become
significantly less popular since the start of the pandemic,
even if guests do report missing human interaction.
Thankfully spacious living rooms means guests are able
to exercise in their apartments during times of restricted
movement.

Expectations & Assignments
The fact that serviced apartments come fully equipped
has proven to be a major draw for companies sending staff
overseas. Uncertainty on the future of travel meant a lot
companies waited to see what actions others were taking
with regards to foreign assignments, but as the months
rolled on, mobility picked up again as confidence in the
sector grew. Being able to cook in your own kitchen, do your
own laundry and work from home in a spacious environment
with high speed internet means sheltering in place is

RELOCATE
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comfortable and safe. Especially for guests coming from
countries that require a quarantine, a serviced apartment is
the perfect solution.
“In Antwerp the projects that started up again first, were
mainly in the Port of Antwerp. People that travel for work
stay longer, but also demand flexibility as their stay can
change at once if rules change again. I do believe guests
chose places where they feel safe and apartments that offer
more space offer more comfort.”
Filip Goorden, Arass Hotel & Business Flats
“We noticed that expats who were at the end of their
assignments had their assignments extended as their
employers or embassies were unable to fly in their
successors. Instead, they extended the work contracts for
the people already in Belgium.”
Guillaume Dubucq, Skyline Renting
“Guests have become more approachable and are hugely
understanding of any changes or restrictions to our services
in line with government advice. Bookings are often made
at the very last minute and others stay longer than initially
expected. In general companies expect more flexibility in
terms of operations and bookings or cancellations.”
Laura Temmerman, Residence Inn Ghent

Lasting Impact
Without a doubt, COVID has had an impact on the housing
industry. Heightened health and safety protocols, a flexible
approach to changes and last-minute bookings, virtual tours
and more are changes that are likely to stay. Now more than
ever, a frictionless experience has become a must, even if
this does complicate matters from an operational point of
view. The pandemic has created a lot of uncertainties for
the economy and taking an agile approach has become the
norm for organisations in all sectors.
As companies discover work from home as a viable option
in times of need, the benefits of a serviced apartment over
a hotel room become even more obvious. Apartments with
an outdoor space such as a terrace or garden are seeing
increased demand as tenants find themselves spending
more time in their apartment than usual.
“Technology plays a big part in how the client wants the
booking process to be. They either choose whether it is techled with, for example, instant bookings, live availability or
a more consultative approach with human interaction. This
time also offers an opportunity to develop the business and
look at new areas of the business.”
Yolanda Blomjous, SITU
“We have seen this as an incredible opportunity to really
study the expat and travelling professional’s needs and
ensure that our services are flexible enough to meet the
needs of the full lifecycle of their relocation requirements.
For example, short stay apartments like Zilverhof Residence
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are a five minute drive from the international airport and
available for weekly rentals, making them ideal for travellers
needing to quarantine.”
Stephany Cowley, BBF
“Needs will always evolve, but we do not believe it will have
a lasting impact on business. Brussels remains the European
capital and international business people and Eurocrats will
always have a home here.”
Robbie Vercarre, RentMore

And Finally
Respondents are unanimous in their positive outlook on
the future. Yes, things have changed and yes, these remain
trying times for everyone but members are committed to
meeting all governmental and customer demands to ensure
guests enjoy a safe and pleasurable stay in Belgium.
“It has been a great opportunity to adapt and strive to
improve the services for our customers. We have seen the
market begin to change and we are working hard to ensure
that we are ready to continue meeting these changes as we
head into 2021 with our flexible offerings and apartments
for each stage of business professionals’ relocation lifecycle.”
Stephany Cowley, BBF
“A lot will depend on politics and the measures different
countries implement, as well as medical advances. COVID
has definitely had an impact on how we experience social
life and how we work, and it will take years to back to where
we were in the past.”
Laura Temmerman, Residence Inn Ghent
“Every struggle, every challenge, creates new experiences
that we should embrace and use in our future business.
This pandemic is one of a kind and made history, but it
will never change the fact that the Hospitality Industry is a
People Industry. Our daily goal is to welcome our residents
in a healthy, safe and warm environment so that they feel
at home…”
Wendy Croes, Premier Suites Plus
“With travel being put on hold and postponed, this is a
good time to review temporary housing policies and to look
at suppliers in a different light. A more personal approach
seems to be the way forward, after all, we are in this
together and nobody knows what the future holds but there
will be a new normal!”
Yolanda Blomjous, SITU

For a complete overview of ABRA members that provide
serviced accommodation, please visit
www.abra-relocation.com/member-by-business/
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Fortify Your Mental Resilience
practical advice in stressful times				

With Belgium in the European top 3 for COVID-19 related
deaths per 100,000 inhabitants and with a second
lockdown freshly instated, it’s safe to say that, as a nation,
we’re on high alert. It’s also safe to say that these last eight
months have had their impact on our mental wellbeing.
We caught up with past ABRA keynote speaker Willemijn
van Dommelen of PRR Consultancy to find out how we can
fortify our mental resilience in times of COVID.
“It has hit in waves,” says Willemijn. “In March we
were blindsided; suddenly this strange and scary
new virus had us sheltering in place, adjusting
to life in lockdown. You could feel the unrest and
insecurity, but we were all in it together. Then
life started picking up again. Companies started
reboarding staff, making plans for how many
people on which teams could come into work
on what days. Everybody had their own system.
We started feeling positive again. Antwerp went
through a lockdown-light in August, but it was
effective and we were confident.”

Summer may have provided some temporary relief, but
face masks, social bubbles and work-from-home or hybrid
regimes are firmly back in place again as confirmed cases
of the novel corona virus continue to rise. Nobody will deny
the importance of human contact and personal interaction
for our mental wellbeing, so what effect can we expect
these measures to have on us?

by Fiona Klomp

“We offered companies a free mental resilience scan
earlier this spring to see how people were faring under
the lockdown. It was a small-scale study, but the results
were highly disconcerting: 42% of respondents were
unable to motivate themselves to work from home and
53% felt employers weren’t clearly communicating their
expectations. A powerful mix of stressors piled on top of
personal, economic and financial insecurities.”

“A snapshot survey
showed
42%
of
respondents
were
unable to motivate
themselves to work
from home and 53%
felt employers weren’t
clearly communicating
their expectations.”

Impact of Restrictions on Wellbeing

		

“Every industry has been impacted, and
people are feeling under pressure, albeit
for different reasons. Temporary workers
don’t know if contracts will be renewed. The
hospitality and event sectors are struggling
to keep their heads above water. Health care
workers have barely had time to catch their
breath before this second wave hit. We have
nowhere near reached the end of the road
and I expect more people will start suffering
in silence as the months roll on.”

Singles Suffer the Most
“That being said, we have noticed that singles suffer the
most,” Willemijn continues. “Families are challenged to
effectively work from home whilst teaching the kids and
running a household all at the same time, but at least you
have someone to hold on to when things get on top of you.
Singles rely on colleagues and friends for social cohesion.
They really miss the workplace and descend into depression
much quicker.”

RELOCATE
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Getting up every day, getting dressed and motivating
yourself to stay focused isn’t always easy. You can cope with
the loneliness for a while, but distractions lie at every turn.
You do a quick lap with the vacuum cleaner whilst waiting
for the washing machine to finish its spin cycle, but then get
distracted by something else and before you know it, half
the day is gone. You might as well just call it a day and settle
in for some Netflix. The lack of structure leads to feelings
of guilt and the negative emotional spiral can be crippling
believes Willemijn. Prof. Dr. Elke Van Hoof, Expert in the
Superior Health Council of Belgium, has been quoted as
saying a tsunami of corona burnouts is heading our way. But
is it burnout, depression or something else altogether?

Burnout or Depression?
“Great question. Only time will tell I guess, but I personally
believe the balance is tilting towards depression. We are
social beings and feeling a person’s touch, whether through
a handshake or a hug, is a basic human need. Social bonding
releases oxytocin (the happy hormone) and without it
our cortisol (the stress hormone) levels skyrocket. We can
manage short periods of stress (which trigger our natural
fight-or-flight response), but when the balance shifts too far
in one direction, the body starts sending out distress signals:
headaches, a sore neck, heavy legs, tingling in the arm. All
symptoms associated with a burnout. But I don’t believe
that we should automatically view our body’s response to
the stress of adapting to this ‘new normal’ - whatever that
might be - as a burnout.”
“We are living through stressful times, and yes, of course
work plays a big role. We spend eight hours a day at work,
but now we’re working from home and are expected to stay
close to home, if not at home, as much as possible. So where
can we find the rest and relaxation we need to switch off
and give our brains a break? Quite literally, today’s societal
disruptions are disrupting our brains and with that, our
mental wellbeing.”
A positive mindset can help a great deal of course, but what
if you’re naturally prone to worry? Hourly news updates
of spiking rates and overrun hospitals, opposing voices
on social media and in the news; none of it helps ease
the unquiet mind. Even the most resilient amongst us are
susceptible to moments of panic confesses Willemijn.

Daily Sources of Stress
“Just recently I was forced to miss my niece’s eighteenth
birthday. I’d woken up with a bit of a cough and a light fever
and convinced myself it was corona. My dad is a high-risk
profile and the whole family was due to meet. From making
an appointment with my GP to getting my test results back
took ten days. Ten days that I spent making excuses so as to
not worry my family, worrying about whom I’d seen in the
two preceding weeks, worrying about their families, friends
and colleagues. In the end I got the all-clear from the doctor,
but those ten days of waiting were incredibly stressful and I
ended up missing my niece’s birthday party, which made me
feel sad too.”
NOVEMBER 20

“Quite literally, today’s societal
disruptions are disrupting our brains
and with that, our mental wellbeing.”
“Companies are seeing similar worries coming from their
employees and find themselves navigating tricky situations
on a daily basis. A client’s key sales person had recently
returned from honeymoon and the team demanded he got
tested before returning to work. So on the one hand we have
an entire team flat-out refusing to work with a colleague,
and on the other we have our honeymooner, who has no
way of getting tested on a Sunday evening and is forced
to miss an important meeting. How do you manage this?
What’s your company policy going to be? It’s just one of the
infinite ways in which COVID-19 not only impacts how we
work together, but how we treat each other too.”
“Because let’s be very clear: everything we do right now
is a source of stress. Work from home? It brings stress
into your safe haven. Reboarding? Places stress on teams
and management alike. Going to the shops? Stressful
stuff because who last touched that keypad? It begins the
moment we get out of bed and you can quite easily drive
yourself nuts worrying.”
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Soothing the Unquiet Mind
What then is the solution? Do we allow ourselves a fiveminute freak-out in the morning and then just get on with
things? Ping an elastic band on our wrists every time we
catch ourselves spiralling? How do we stop worry getting
the better of us? And how can companies instil trust in both
teams and process?
“Communication is key,” suggests Willemijn. “Organisations
have to be clear about what they expect from their
employees and how these expectations – and measures
– will be managed. Are you going for a hybrid setup or is
everyone WFH until further notice? How long is this likely
to last, and what is guiding your decision making? How will
you be reboarding people? What kind of support can team
members expect?”

stops you worrying about things you can’t control. It’s one
of the few good things to have come out of all this: people
are playing games again and spending more quality time
together. Also be sure to stay in touch with the people you
care about. Schedule weekly FaceTime or Zoom chats with
loved ones near and far.”
“If you’re going to be spending this much time at home,
make it nice. Get a floral subscription – I used to get flowers
delivered every other week, but have now upgraded it to
weekly as fresh flowers really bring me joy – light some
candles every evening, read a book, dig in your garden, paint
the wall that’s been irritating you for so long, do the things
that make you feel good about your environment.”

“Find some time to meditate every day, or even easier: find a
theta wave playlist that works for you. Theta waves are hertz
waves and the ‘pure’ stuff sounds awful, but some YouTube
playlists are almost music-like. Where alpha
waves energise, theta waves soothe the brain
“Bring structure to and relax you. Just stick on your headphones
your day and alternate and sit back for twenty minutes or so before
between the things you go to bed. It works wonders. You can put
that give you energy it on your speakers while you cook or do yoga,
and those that cost but to get the full benefit, use headphones.
Just don’t put it on in the car or you might just
energy. ”
doze off,” laughs Willemijn.

“We’ve created an entire series of webinars
for our clients as individual employees have
different needs. Everything from online yoga
classes to brain training sessions to strengthen
mental resilience has proven to be hugely
popular. But you can’t just rely on tools.
Organisations also need to make sure there
is room for informal conversations, like you’d
normally have while waiting for the kettle to
boil. You need to nourish social cohesion, and if
that means a weekly online coffee hour or creating a buddy
programme where people check in with one another, then
that’s what you need to introduce.”

Bring Positivity Back
“Personally, I’ve stopped watching the news. There’s no
point, it just makes you worry more. I receive a morning
push message with the latest statistics. I look at it and then
delete it. Tune out the bad news to maintain a positive
mindset. Similarly, when I watch a movie or a series, I only
watch nice things. Laughter helps release endorphins so
watch a good comedy or call a friend and get silly together. I
also love watching things that uplift and inspire me, such as
TED talks or webinars, and listen to podcasts that put me in
a positive mindset.”

“Finally, and perhaps most importantly, bring structure into
your daily routine. It’s all good and well adding all these
new things into your day, but you need to maintain balance.
I’ve used Excel to make a weekly schedule for myself that
alternates between the things that give me energy and
those that cost energy. Mornings are for studying, then I
exercise before doing an online intake or coaching session,
after which I meditate. Continuously switch between
relaxation and effort, and block off enough time for each in
your daily planner.”

Eight Top Tips

“Take yourself out of your comfort zone. You live at home,
work from home, maybe the kids are home too, as well
as your partner. Even if you have more time now that the
daily commute has fallen away, you shouldn’t be using
that time to work more. Instead, challenge yourself to do
or learn something new. I’ve started studying to become a
neuropsychologist. Why not? I have time now. There are so
many free apps and classes to be found online. Learn yoga,
start doing pilates, lift some bags of sugar for weights...
Exercise is essential to a healthy body and mind and there’s
so much you can do at home.”

• Stop watching the news, a daily push message is
enough to keep you updated;
• Watch things that uplift, inspire and make you smile;
• Step out of your comfort zone and learn something
new;
• Exercise daily and play games to refocus your mind;
• Stay in touch with your loved ones;
• Create a warm and happy home environment;
• Quiet your mind through meditation or theta waves;
• Bring structure into your day and alternate between
effort and energy.

“Card games such as memory are a super simple but effective
way of training your brain and keeping concentration and
memory skills on point. Whether it’s an online game of
solitary or a board game with the family, playing games

Visit www.pinkrebelrevolution.com for more information
on recovering from burnout and for free webinars to help
you strengthen your mental resilience.
RELOCATE

Temporary
housing made easy

NEW PROJECT

SERVICED APARTMENTS

B-SQUARE
NEAR THE BRUSSELS CANAL

BBF is a specialized provider of serviced and residential apartments since 1992. With more than 1700 units in
key locations in Antwerp and Brussels we can offer attractive mid to long term rental packages combined with
professional services at affordable rates. Together with our ASAP quality label this guarantees the key to an
excellent stay.
sales@bbf.be
Call us on +32 (0)2 705 05 21
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Expat Partner
find your flow as a trailing spouse				

		

by Fiona Klomp

Authors Carine Bormans and Marie Geukens spoke at this month’s
ABRA Town Hall

reason for employees not accepting a foreign posting. It also
shows that 71% of international assignments failing due to an
unhappy, unintegrated partner in the host location. And with
any foreign assignment representing a significant financial
(and personal) investment, the importance of finding your
flow as a trailing partner shouldn’t be underestimated.

“So, what do you do?” is perhaps the most often asked
question in any given social situation. It’s not surprising then
that we often believe our identity to be wrapped up with
our careers. But what happens when you move abroad?
Can you continue to further your career as a trailing partner,
or will you feel left behind during your partner’s foreign
assignment? Finding the answer might not be as difficult
as you expect…
To find our flow in our new home country, we should
consider our priorities say experienced expats and diplomat
wives Carine Bormans and Marie Geukens. Their book ‘Expat
Partner: Staying Active & Finding Work’ takes a deep dive
into what motivates us in a job. The simple model they have
devised divides the whole pie that is our professional career
into five parts: identity, salary, financial and social securities,
professional skills, social contacts and structure.

Carine and Marie’s book is the perfect guide for anyone
considering following their partner abroad. Set out in easy
to read chapters, it asks questions such as ‘What should
you be mindful of?’ and ‘How do you see yourself in your
new situation?’. The book allows you to ask all the right
questions, both before, during and after your stay abroad.
Interspersed with real life stories from the field, it offers
inspiring examples and useful warnings about potential
pitfalls. Step by step, you will be able to make the career
choices that best suit you at that particular moment.
Buy the book
Watch the ABRA webinar

ORDER YOUR FREE CHS CALENDAR TODAY!

Once we start looking at what each individual aspect of our
career brings us, it becomes easier to decide which elements
are essential to our happiness, and which we might be able
to go without. Because chances are that not all five aspects
will be perfectly aligned when following a partner abroad.
Does that mean you shouldn’t go altogether, or might your
chosen activity compensate for the missing pieces in other
ways? Which are the aspects you need to focus on, and
which can you simply stick in the fridge for the time being?
NetExpat’s Relocating Partner Survey confirms that the
potential disruption to a partner’s career is the number one
RELOCATE
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ABRA Member Meeting - 10 December 2019
Due the delayed publication dates last year, we are catching up on meeting photographs. Our December meeting took place
at Da Vinci International School in Antwerp. Our thanks go out to speaker Pieter Aertgeerts of digital agency Interacto, who
explored what constitutes good digital marketing and making digital work for your organisation. Backed up by true cases, this
talk brought digital to life. We are also most grateful to our hosts Da Vinci International School for the warm welcome they
extended to our members, Ilse De Souter, founder of Da Vinci International School, for her inspiring views and talk, and the
teachers for the personal tours they gave of the school. To put names to faces or to download a copy of the presentation,
please visit the ABRA website.
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